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Rapid Single-Shot Measurement of a Singlet-Triplet Qubit
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We report repeated single-shot measurements of the two-electron spin state in a GaAs double
quantum dot. The readout scheme allows measurement with fidelity above 90% with a ∼ 7 µs cycle
time. Hyperfine-induced precession between singlet and triplet states of the two-electron system are
directly observed, as nuclear Overhauser fields are quasi-static on the time scale of the measurement
cycle. Repeated measurements on millisecond to second time scales reveal evolution of the nuclear
environment.

Qubits constructed from spin states of confined elec-
trons are of interest for quantum information process-
ing [1], for investigating decoherence and controlled en-
tanglement, and as probes of mesoscopic nuclear spin
environments. For logical qubits formed from pairs of
electron spins in quantum dots [2], several requirements
for quantum computing [3] have been realized [4, 5, 6, 7].
To date, however, measurements of these systems have
constituted ensemble averages over time, while protocols
for quantum control, including quantum error correc-
tion, typically require high-fidelity single-shot readout.
Coherent evolution conditional on individual measure-
ment outcomes can give rise to interesting non-classical
states [8, 9]. Rapidly repeated single-shot measurements
can also give access to the dynamics of the environment,
allowing, for instance, feedback-controlled manipulation
of the nuclear state. Single-shot measurements of solid-
state quantum systems have been reported for supercon-
ducting qubits [10], the charge state of a single quantum
dot [11], the spin of a single electron in a quantum dot in
large magnetic fields [12, 13], and the two-electron spin
state in a single quantum dot [14].

In this Letter, we demonstrate rapidly repeated high-
fidelity single-shot measurements of a two-electron spin
(singlet-triplet) qubit in a double quantum dot. Singlet
and triplet spin states are mapped to charge states [4],
which are measured by a radio-frequency quantum point
contact (rf-QPC) that is energized only during readout.
The measurement integration time required for > 90%
readout fidelity is a few microseconds. On that time
scale, nuclear Overhauser fields are quasi-static, leading
to observed periodic precession of the qubit. By mea-
suring over longer times, the evolution of the Overhauser
fields from milliseconds to several seconds can be seen as
well. We apply a model of single-shot readout statistics
that accounts for T1 relaxation, and find good agreement
with experiment. Finally, we examine the evolution of
the two-electron spin state at the resonance between the
singlet (S) and the m = +1 triplet (T+) via repeated
single-shot measurement, and show that the transverse
component of the Overhauser field difference is not quasi-
static on the time scale of data acquisition, as expected

theoretically.
The double quantum dot is formed by Ti/Au deple-

tion gates on a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As heterostructure with
a two-dimensional electron gas (density 2 × 1015 m−2,
mobility 20 m2/Vs) 100 nm below the surface. In or-
der to split the three triplets, an in-plane magnetic field,
B, larger than the typical Overhauser fields is applied
along the line between dot centers. Except where noted,
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Schematic of measurement setup
including false-color SEM image of a representative device.
Gates shaded green are held at ∼ 1V throughout. Niobium
coax and ∼ 50 Ω ohmic contacts minimize losses between
sample and cryogenic amplifier. A stripline fabricated on a
sapphire substrate is used to thermalize the inner conductor
of the Nb coax. Demodulation is performed by mixing the
RF signal with a local oscillator (LO) to yield an interme-
diate frequency (IF) that is low-pass filtered (LPF) before
further amplification and digitization. (b) Photograph of rf
circuit board showing sample, matching circuit and compo-
nents used to make a bias-Tee. (c) Reflection coefficient S11
of impedance transformer with changing gQPC (resonance at
220.2 MHz). (d) Demodulated response (Vrf) measured si-
multaneously with dc conductance as the QPC gate (shaded
blue in SEM image) bias is varied (VL = -700mV). Dashed line
indicates bias point for charge sensing. Inset shows transfer
function of Vrf verses conductance. (e) Demodulated time-
domain response to 50 MHz gate signal with QPC biased to
∼ e2/h and matching inductance reduced to 560 nH (different
device to all other measurements presented).

FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) AM response of rf-QPC to 1 MHz
gate modulation, VR = 0.7 mV (rms). SNR of sidebands
yields a sensitivity Sg = 5 × 10−6e2/h Hz−1/2. (b) SNR of
upper sideband as a function of modulation frequency. Red
curve is a guide to the eye. (c) SNR of upper sideband as a
function of carrier power. (d) SNR of upper sideband as a
function of carrier frequency, consistent with Fig. 1(c). All
SNR measurements made in a resolution bandwidth of ∆f =
10 kHz.

FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Derivative of Vrf (in arbitary units)
as a function of VL and VR, magnetic field B = 100 mT. VL

is rastered at ∼ 1 mV/150 µs (∼ 106 data points acquired in
∼ 180 s). Labels indicate number of electrons in the left and
right dots.

width ∆f . This SNR gives a conductance sensitivity
Sg = (1/2)dgQPC(∆f)−1/210−SNR/20, where the factor
1/2 accounts for power collected from both sidebands, of
5×10−6e2/h Hz−1/2. This sensitivity allows, for instance,
a dgQPC = 0.01 e2/h conductance change to be measured
with unity SNR in τint = 500 ns. Above ∼ 8 MHz, the
Q-factor (∼ 15) of the impedance matching circuit limits
the sensitivity as shown in Fig. 2(b). The SNR increases
with applied carrier power [Fig. 2(c)] up to the energy
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FIG. 1: (a) Charge occupancy (left, right) of the double
dot, detected using rf-QPC reflectometer voltage, vrf , in
continuous-sensing mode [7] rather than single-shot readout.
The yellow triangle in (0,2) indicates where charge state (1,1)
is metastable. Markers indicate gate voltages used in single-
shot mode. Preparation of (0, 2) singlet (P); separation for
S−T0 mixing (S) and S−T+ mixing (I); measurement (M); op-
erating point with 0 V pulse amplitude (D). (b) Two-electron
energy levels as a function of detuning � from (0,2) - (1,1)
degeneracy. (c) Micrograph of device identical to measured
device, indicating ohmic contacts (boxes), fast gate lines, re-
flectometry circuit, grounded contacts, and field direction.
(d) Pulse-sequence of �, controlled by VR and VL, cycling
through the points P, S, M. Sensor signal vrf indicates triplet
(T ) or singlet (S) outcome for τS = 100 ns. Integration subin-
terval time τM chosen in post-processing.
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B = 200 mT. As described elsewhere [16], a proximal
radio-frequency quantum point contact (rf-QPC) is sen-
sitive to the charge state of the double dot, yielding an
output signal vrf via reflectometry, with sub-microsecond
time resolution. The charge state of the double dot is
controlled by fast-pulsed gate voltages VL and VR from
two synchronized Tektronix AWG710B arbitrary wave-
form generators.

Energy levels of the system as a function of detuning,
�, from the (1,1) - (0,2) charge degeneracy (controlled by
VR and VL) are shown in Fig. 1(b). The qubit comprises
the two-electron singlet (S) and m = 0 triplet (T0) of
the (1,1) charge state [4]. A pulse cycle [Fig. 1(d)] first
prepares a spin singlet in (0, 2) by waiting at point P
(near the edge of (0,2)) for τP = 400 ns, then moving to
a separation point S (I), where S and T0 (S and T+) are
nearly degenerate, for a time τS (τI). Finally the system
is brought to the measurement point M for a time τmax

M .
If the separated electrons are in a singlet configuration
when the system is pulsed to M, the system will return
to (0, 2), which will be detected by the rf-QPC. If the two
electrons are in a triplet state, they will remain in (1, 1)
at point M, and detected accordingly. Coherent super-
positions will be projected to the corresponding charge
state during measurement. The rf-QPC is only energized
during read-out, at point M [Fig. 1(d)].

The rf-QPC conductance is ∼ 5% higher in (0,2) than
in (1,1), yielding a charge sensitivity of 6×10−4 e/Hz−1/2,
i.e., unity signal-to-noise after 400 ns of integration. To
increase fidelity, single-shot outcomes are averaged over a
sub-interval τM of the full measurement time τmax

M , Vrf =
1/τM

� τM

0 vrf(τ)dτ . By designating a threshold voltage
VT, outcomes can be classified as singlet for Vrf < VT or
triplet otherwise. Optimization of τM and VT is described
below.

Figure 2(a) shows 7000 consecutive one-shot measure-
ments of the S−T0 qubit with τS ranging from 1 – 200 ns,
stepped by ∼ 6 ns every 200 cycles. For these data,
the integration subinterval, τM = 7 µs, was roughly half
of the full measurement time, τmax

M = 15 µs. The his-
togram of single-shot outcomes (Fig. 2(b)), with volt-
age bin width Vbin ∼ 10 mV, is bimodal, with one peak
at V S

rf , corresponding to the singlet ((0,2) charge state)
outcome, and the other peak at V T

rf , corresponding to
the triplet ((1,1) charge-state) outcome. The splitting
∆Vrf = V T

rf − V S
rf reflects the difference in output of the

rf-QPC between (0,2) and (1,1) charge states, while the
width, σ, of the two peaks reflects measurement noise
[16]. However, the histogram is not simply the sum
of two noise-broadened gaussians, because some states
in (1,1) decay (with relaxation time T1 [17]) during the
measurement subinterval. We model the full histogram
N(Vrf) = Ntot[nS(Vrf)+nT (Vrf)]Vbin as the sum of prob-
ability densities of singlet outcomes, nS(Vrf), and triplet
outcomes, nT (Vrf), with Ntot the total number of mea-
surements. The singlet probability density is modeled as

Vrf
T

Vrf
S

(a)

(b)

(g)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(c)

S T

FIG. 2: (a) 7000 consecutive single-shot measurements of Vrf

using the pulse sequence in Fig. 1(d) with integration subin-
terval τM = 7 µs and separation time, τS, incremented ev-
ery 200 cycles [18]. (b) Histogram of the outcomes in (a),
along with model (solid curve) [19]. (c) Instantaneous rf-
QPC output vrf(τ) at time τ following pulsing to M, aver-
aged over all cycles, along with a fit to the model, giving
T1 = 34 µs [19]. (d) Histograms N(Vrf) (grayscale) for vary-
ing τM. (e) Horizontal cuts through d) along with model, with
values of the parameters VS

rf , VT
rf from a fit to the τM = 15 µs

data [19]. (f) Fidelity of singlet, FS , and triplet, FT , and visi-
bility V = FS +FT −1 as a function of threshold, VT, for data
in b). (g) Maximum visibility, V max, and optimal threshold,
VT, as a function of measurement time, τM.

a noise-broadened gaussian around V S
rf ,

nS(Vrf) = (1− �PT �) e−
(Vrf−V S

rf )2

2σ2
1√
2πσ

, (1)

where �PT � is the triplet probability over all Ntot out-
comes. Triplet outcomes, on the other hand, can take on
values spread between V S

rf and V T
rf (and beyond, includ-

ing measurement noise) to account for relaxation during
the subinterval τM,

nT (Vrf) = e−τM/T1�PT � e−
(Vrf−V T

rf )2

2σ2
1√
2πσ

+
� V T

rf

V S
rf

τM

T1

�PT �
∆Vrf

e−
V−V S

rf
∆Vrf

τM
T1 e−

(Vrf−V )2

2σ2
dV√
2πσ

. (2)

The T1 relaxation of the (1,1) triplet can be measured
directly from the instantaneous rf-QPC output, vrf(τ),
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as a function of time τ following pulsing to point M
(Fig. 2(c)). A fit of the ensemble-averaged rf-QPC output
to the exponential form vrf(τ) = V S

rf + �PT �∆Vrf e−τ/T1

yields �PT � = 0.5 and T1 = 34 µs, using values for V S
rf

and ∆Vrf determined from a fit of the N(Vrf) model to
the τM = 15 µs histogram data [20].

The tradeoff for optimizing the integration subinterval
τM is evident in Fig. 2(d), which shows histograms for
a range of τM from 0.25 µs to 15 µs. For short τM, the
two peaks are blurred due to measurement noise; for long
τM, the triplet peak loses strength due to relaxation. To
optimize the readout, we first define fidelities, FS and FT ,
of pure singlet (PT = 0) and pure triplet state (PT = 1),

FS = 1−
� ∞

VT

nS(V )dV, FT = 1−
� VT

−∞
nT (V )dV, (3)

following Ref. [12]. The integrals in Eq. (3) are the prob-
abilities of misidentifying a pure singlet as a triplet and
vice versa. Figure 2(f) shows these fidelities as well as
the visibility, V = FS + FT − 1, for the τM = 7 µs data
[from Fig. 2(b)] as a function of the threshold voltage VT.
For this value of τM, the maximum visibility, ∼ 90%, is
achieved for VT slightly less than the mean of V T

rf and V S
rf

so that a triplet decaying towards the end of τM still gets
counted correctly. Optimal thresholds, VT, along with
their associated maximum visibilities, V max, are plotted
in Fig. 2(g) as a function of τM using experimentally de-
termined values for T1, V T

rf , V S
rf , and σ(τM) [19, 20]. The

highest visibility, � 90%, is realized for τM ∼ 6 µs.
Previous work using continous charge sensing showed

inhomogenous dephasing of the S − T0 qubit, which was
attributed to precession with a broad frequency spec-
trum, driven by the fluctuating Overhauser field differ-
ence between the two dots [4, 15]. For sufficiently fast
single-shot repetition, Overhauser fields remain quasi-
static over many single-shot measurements, leading to
periodic S−T0 precession, as seen in Fig. 3(a). Also evi-
dent is a variation of the precession period over ∼ 50 ms,
reflecting the slowly evolving nuclear environment, con-
sistent with previous measurement and theory [22].

Variation in the S−T0 precession period is more clearly
demonstrated in Figs. 3(b,c). Figure 3(b) shows three
sets of precession data taken 10 minutes apart. Peri-
ods of the oscillating triplet probability, PT , defined by
the average of 400 binary outcomes (either S or T0),
correspond to longitudinal Overhauser field differences
∆Bnuc

z = 1.3, 1.1, 0.4 mT (top to bottom). The continu-
ous evolution of the nuclear environment can be seen in
Fig. 3(c), which shows PT as a function of separation time
τS—each row comparable to a panel in Fig. 3(b), but for
τS up to 100 ns rather than 500 ns—in slices taken every
100 ms [21]. The meandering light-dark pattern reflects
the random evolution of the S − T0 precession period on
a ∼ 1 s time scale, consistent with dipole-dipole mediated
nuclear diffusion [22].

(a) (b)

(c)

VT

FIG. 3: (a) 6000 consecutive single-shot S−T0 measurements,
Vrf , with separation times τS stepped by ∼ 17 ns every 200
cycles, as a function of overall measurement time, t (bottom
axis). Threshold VT separates outcomes identified as singlet
(blue) or triplet (green). Oscillations due to Overhauser fields
are evident, with slightly evolving period. (b) Single-shot
outcomes (gray markers) and triplet probabilities, PT , (black
circles) over τS, for three nominally identical runs taken 10
minutes apart. (c) Rapid acquisition of 108 PT traces at times
t. Probabilities PT are determined from 400 measurements
per τS.

Assembling PT (τS) statistics from single-shot measure-
ments as a function of separation time τS yields a time-
averaged curve from which an inhomogeneous dephasing
time T ∗2 can be extracted [4, 15]. Each point in Fig. 4(a)
is an average over 1600 triplet-state return probabili-
ties, each derived from 400 binary single-shot measure-
ments. The individual PT (τS) measurements are sepa-
rated in time by ∼ 20 s. A fit to the theoretical gaus-
sian form, PT (τS) = PT (0)+ (V/2)[1− e−(τS/T∗2 )2 ], yields
T ∗2 = 27 ns, consistent with previous results [4, 22], vis-
ibility V = 0.28, and intercept PT (0) = 1 − FS = 0.08.
These values yield a reasonable singlet fidelity, FS = 0.92,
but relatively low triplet fidelity FT = 0.36 for this data
(compared to Figs. 2,3) due to a short T1 in this run.

Finally, we investigate the triplet probability PT af-
ter separating (0,2) singlets to the point I, where the
(1,1) singlet state S crosses the T+ triplet [see Fig. 1(b)].
Whereas mixing of S and T0 at point S relies on the com-
ponent of the Overhauser field difference along the total
field direction, mixing of S and T+ at point I relies on the
component of the Overhauser field difference transverse
to the total field. Evolution of transverse Overhauser
fields are not inhibited by nuclear or electron Zeeman
energy differences, and is relatively fast, set by nuclear
dipole-dipole (∼ 100 µs) and Knight-shift (∼ 10 µs) en-
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, B=100 mT

, B=16 mT(a) (b)

FIG. 4: (a)Triplet probability PT as a function of separation
time τS based on 1600 single-shot measurements per separa-
tion time. Fit (blue curve) gives T ∗

2 = 27 ns, PT (0) = 1−FS =
0.08, V = 0.28 (see text). (b) PT as a function of separation
time τI to the S − T+ anticrossing at point I. Probabilities
(gray circles) based on 400 single-shot binary measurements.
At each τI, 50 values of PT are taken 15 s apart and av-
eraged (open black squares). Theory curve, Eq. (6), yields
Bnuc = 0.7 mT (T ∗

2 = 37 ns), with relatively poor agreement
between experiment and theory (see text).

ergetics [15, 22, 23, 24]. As expected, we do not ob-
serve periodic precession between S and T+. We note a
variation over the course of the measurement in spin-flip
probability at a fixed τI and separation point I. This is
likely due to changes in the position of the narrow S−T+

resonance resulting from a small build-up of nuclear po-
larization during the measurement [24, 25].

Figure 4(b) shows probabilities PT for the T+ state
as a function of τI. Each probability value (gray circle)
in Fig. 4(b) is based on 400 binary single-shot measure-
ments with τM = 8 µs. Series of PT (τI) measurements
were made over a range of τI up to ∼ 100 ns, with an
acquisition time ∼ 50 ms per series. A total of 50 series,
spaced by ∼ 15 s to allow decorrelation of longitudinal
Overhauser fields, were then averaged to give the black
squares in Fig. 4(b).

At small external fields, when the S − T+ anticrossing
is in (1,1), the probability of detecting a triplet following
separation for a time τI can be written PT = P 0

T +
V

�
d3B ρ(B)[(∆B2

x + ∆B2
y)/2(�ω/|g∗µB |)2] sin2(ωτI),

where ω = |g∗µB |/(2�)[B2
z + 2(∆B2

x + ∆B2
y)]1/2 is

the precession rate between S and T+ at the cen-
ter of the anticrossing, ∆Bx(y) = [BL

x(y) − BR
x(y)]/2

are transverse Overhauser field differences between
left (L) and right (R) dots, Bz = [BL

z + BR
z ]/2

is the average longitudinal Overhauser field, V is
readout visibility, and g∗ = −0.44 is the effective
electron g factor in GaAs. Assuming Overhauser fields
B = (∆Bx,∆By, Bz) are gaussian distributed on long
time scales, ρ(B) = (2πBnuc)−3/2e−(B/Bnuc)2/2, yields
the form in Fig. 4(b) [26]. Setting P 0

T = 1 − FS = 0
and Bnuc to match the overshoot in the data yields
Bnuc = 0.7 mT ∼ �|g∗µBT ∗2 |−1, corresponding to
T ∗2 ∼ 40 ns, and V = FT ∼ 0.7. Unlike Fig. 4(a),
theory and experiment do not match well for the S − T+

mixing, due in part to the the buildup of average nuclear

polarization, which shifts the S − T+ resonance and
lowers PT .
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